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Bush blasts Iraq in UN speech
UNITED NATIONS (AP)- President
Bush called Monday for the repeal of a
1975 United Nations resolution that
equates Zionism with racism, saying it is
time to address old feuds that bedevil
world peace.
In remarks before the U .N. ,General
Assembly, Bush said Iraq was contemptuous of U.N. resolutions that require
Saddam Hussein's regime to cooperate
with U.N. inspection teams looking for
mass weapons. "His contempt continues
even as I am speaking," said Bush.
In his speech, Bush said that to equate
Zionismn with racism "is to reject Israel
itself."
"Zionism is not a policy, it was an idea
that led to the home of the Jewish people
in the state of Israel," Bush said.
As for Iraq, Bush said U.N. sanctions
must remain in place as long as Saddam
Hussein remains in power.
"We cannot compromise for a moment
in seeing that Iraq destroys all its weapons of mass destuction and the means to
deliver them, and we shall not compromise."
Bush spoke as U.N. officials disclosed
that Iraq had detained a team of U.N.
nuclear weapons inspectors in Baghdad
who had found documents apparently

TARGETS

•theThe
president called for
repeal of a U.N. resolution
which equated Zionism with
racism. He said the resolution, established in 1975.~·
rejects Israel's existence.

•

Bush condemned Iraq for
failing to cooperate with U.N.
inspectors searching for mass
weapons, but did not deliver
an ultimatum.

proving that Iraq has been developing
nuclear weapons.
Bush's speech came several days after
he served notice tjlat he was willing to
send American firepower back to the
Persian Gulf to back up U.N. inspection
efforts.
Bush also called for the release of the
western hostages being held in ,¥banon,

saying, "let's put the law above the crude
and cowardly practice of hostage holding."
The president opened his speech by
saying there is a chance for peace and
prosperity in a world -Jeavened by the
cold wars end."
He called on all nations to work to
resolve border disputes peacefully, noting that as Communism has fallen, old
ethnic hatreds have sprung to life.
He also extolled the virtues of free
market economies in the world.
He said the United States had no desire to impose a -Pax Americana" on the
world. At the same time, he said, "We will
not retreat and pull back into isolation ...
we will offer friendship and leadership."
Ayear ago, Bush used his U .N. address
todemandlraq'swithdrawalfromaneighbor it invaded, Kuwait, and again his
time Iraq demanded the president's
immediate attention. A sense of urgency
arose with disclosure that Iraq had detained a team of U.N. nuclear weapons
inspectors in a buildingin Baghdad today
after they seized documents.
The Security Council has ordered the
destruction of Iraq's nuclear and chemical arms capability.
However, Bush's U.N. address contained "no ultimatum" for Saddam.
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Theater department buries sign of times
By Amy O'Dell

Reporter--- -- - - - - - -

•Ashes to ashes, dust to dust," Mike
Murphy, technical director in the Department of Theatre· and Dance, said as .a
little piece of Marshall's history was laid
to rest.
The burial took place Thursday as faculty and students in the department
brought part of their Old Main home into
the fine arts facility. They took the sign
that stood on the lawn ofOld Main, signed
it and buried it under the stage ofthe new
facility.
Dr. Paul A Balshaw, dean of the College of Fine Arts; Dr. N. Bennett East,
chairman of the Department of Theatre
and Dance; Susan E. Dolen, administrative aide; Kelly L. Vogel, Charleston junior; and Murphy were present for the
burial.
Dr. Maureen B. Milicia, professor of
theatre and dance, said she thought it
was exciting to bring some of Old Main
into the new facility.
Vogel said, "I think it's great. It's really
nice to bring some of the old into the new
because, as far as I know, it's [Old Main
Theatre] going to be destroyed. The stage
will probably be broken down into offices.
It won't be Old Main Theatre anymore.•
Vogel added that burying the Old Main
sign under the stage of the new theater
was •sentimental especially with everybody signing the sign so they can be

· .plan bad Men putroiih foriheinove,
, ' buthis.departmenthad"objections"
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Dr. Paul A. Ba/shaw, dean of the College ofFine
Arts; Susan E. Dolen, administrative aide in the
Depaltment of TMatre and Dance and Dr. N.
Bennett East, chairman ofthe department kneel

beside a sign from Old Main in the fine arts
facility. The sign, complete with stud9f1t and
faculty signatures, was buried under the new
stage Thursday as a SOit of time capsule.

remembered too - way down the line."
"It's kind of nostalgic - kind of like a
"When there are new students and old little time capsule."
oneshavegoneby,there'ssomethingthat's
Murphy said that the only way anyone
going to be there whenever they decide to would be able to retrieve the sign is by
dig it up," Vogel said:
tearing down the new theater.
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Amendment
could be up
for last vote

THE PARTHENON

Faculty adjusts to more cutbacks
By Brad McElhlnny
Reporter - - - - - - - -

Faculty leaders say they've
adjusted to the year's second
financial hit - restrictions en
Student Government Associa- travel and equipment purchases
tion, in accordance with the - the same way they took the
"People Power" amendment, will hiring freeze that started the
have a special election Wednes- year. Standing up.
"The faculty isn't happy about
day from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. in the
it-who would be?" said W. Don
Memorial Student Center.
One issue students will get to Williams, chairman of the Facvote on is Amendment #2 to the ulty Senate's budget and approSGA Constitution, which will priations committee. "But they're
strike the "People Power" amend- understanding of what is to be
ment and end special elections. done. They realize we lived in a
"If they don't vote in favor of fantasy for so long, we have to
the amendmentthen we will have come to grips with reality."
A statement issued Wednesto keep spencµng student fees for
something that's not doing any day by Pr~sident J. Wade Gilley
good," Student Body President said requests for out-of-state
Taclan B. Romey, Lansing, W.Va. travel and equipment purchases
over $500 would have to be apjunior, said.
Other issues to be voted on are proved by the university freeze
a resolution to encourage the committee.
Faculty Senate to pass the "Dead
Week" policy, a resolution to
request that the James E. Morrow Library increase hours on
the weekend and the week of
By Llngtong Zeng
finals, and a bill to allocate $500
Reporter-------to BACCHUS for an alcohol
awareness week.
Although the Bush administraAll bills and resolutions have
been passed and enacted by the tion repeatedly has talked about
student and faculty senates.
the possibility of U.S. troops'
The only resolution to be voted return to the Persian Gulf, reacon that was passed without being tions on campus are few and
enacted is a bill to support Dr. mixed.
Bruce Carpenter as university
Lisa Ash, Bristol sophomore,
president, the position now filled
said
one reason for that might be
by Dr. J. Wade Gilley.
the national media network
doesn't play it big. Another rea~
son there's not much going on
there.
Ash said she would support
thegov~mment'sdecision to send
troops back to the gulfifSaddam
Hussein still refuses to comply
By Eric Davis
Reporter--------

Tuesday, Sept. 24, 1991

.A(ljustment to budget constrictions has simply become second
nature to the faculty, said Dr.
It's like when you're a kid asking for more allowance
Dallas Brozik, senator from the
and your parents keep saying no. Eventually you just
College of Business.
shut up and go away. Unfortunately, in this case if you
"After the first couple times
you can express outrage," Brozik
shut up, nothing will get done.
said. "But after that, it's like
Dr. Dallas Brozlk 'There we go again.'
"It's like when you're a kid
College of Business Senator
asking for more allowance and
your parents keep saying no.
Eventually you just shut up and
But Dr. Robert Sawrey, Fac- eral faculty members will need go away. Unfortunately, in this
ulty Senate president, said exemptions from the freeze to case ifyou shut up, nothing wjll
guidelines for the restrictions travel for presentations.
get done."
should be further defined.
"An important part of our job is
Williams said more cuts are
"The directive from Dr. Gilley research and public presentation probably in the works, but he
did not clearly define the basis ofresearch,"he said. "We need to doesn't know what they'll be.
on which grants would be avail- continue to function as a faculty
Brozik said he's concerned the
able," he said. "That letter - as scholars.
university might face not only
doesn't contain all the informa"I think Dr. Gilley understands further internal cuts, but also
tion that will be necessary to that," he said. "I think most who reduced funding from the state.
decide [what might be approved are committed to presentingtheir
"I would hate to die the death
and what might not]."
research and givingperformances of a thousand cuts," he said, "but
Sawrey said he expects sev- will be allowed to travel."
we're already two up on it."

•

Student reactions mixed on gulf return

College deals
with Joss of
secretary

The recent university-wide
hiring freeze has had a direct
impact on Dr. F. David Wilkin,
dean ofthe Community andTechnical College.
Wilkin was caught without a
secretary when the freeze went
into effect and, as a result, has
been forced to pool resources from
withing the college in to get
things done.
"It has affected the entire college, " Wilkin said. "It's slowing
us down in everything we do. We
have fewer people, and we get
less done."
Wilkin has been without proper
secretarial support since Aug. 1,
and was in the process of interviewing for the position when
the hiringfreeze was announced.
Without that help, Wilkin has
been forced to divide up the work
among the remaining four secretaries in the college.
"It seems like the classified staff
are the ones that suffer," said
Peggy Wilmink, coordinator of
special services. "We've never had
enough staff."

American," Rainey said.
Lee Ann Mullins, St. Albans,
My best friend who came back from the gulf told me
senior, said she doesn't know
that he was not worried about the situation over there.
whether or not she should agree ·
with
the ideal to send troops back. Since he is not worried, why should I?
•1 think he (Bush) should con• Christopher Sabo centrate more on home problems
Wheeling senior rather than foreign issues."
"My best friend who came back
from the gulftold me that he was
with the U .N. resolution. HowSusan Rainey, Gallipolis Feny, not worried about the situation
ever, she said she has mixed Ohio, senior, doesn't feel com- over there," Christopher Sabo,
feelings for the possible Ameri- fortable with the idea of sending Wheeling, senior, said. "Since he
can loss of life.
troops back to the gulf. She said is not worried, why should I?"
Seth White, Huntington the United States and other counA number of students said as
graduate student, said he doesn't tries should try to find more ways the situation in the gulf is still
know whether Saddam is a real to deal with the gulf situation.
unclear, it is somewhatdifficult
threat. If he is, he said, U.S.
"Sacrificing human life is for them to make any substantroops have to go back again.
wrong, whether they are Iraqi or tial comment.

TONIGHT!
Two for One Drlnksl
1045 Fourth Ave., Huntington
523-9574
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. . _ Discover a challenging
future with opportunities to
.advance. Serve your country
while you serve your career with:
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• great pay and benefits
• normal working hours
• complete medical and dental
care
• 30 days vacation with pay per
year
Find out how to qu~lify as an Air
Force professional. Call

USAF HEALTII PROFESSIONS
TOLL FREE

1-800-423-USAF
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Iraq detains UN inspection team
HOYERSWERDA,GERMANY
Offlcials try to protect
victims of neo-Nazis
German officials asked ·the army
today to allow 230foreigners to move
temporarily into barracks to protect
them from neo-Nazis.
The extremists have been attacking homes for refugees and foreign
laborers in this town in former East
Germany for nearly a week. Police
said more than 32 young people were
detained Sunday night.
On Saturday, 150 youths in Hoyerswerdahurledgasolinebombs, stones
and steel pellets at a cordon ofpolice
shielding a home for 150 laborers
from Vietnam and.Mozambique.

ALBANY. N,Y,

Bus company suffers
more accidents in '90
Greyhound's accident rate jumped
60 percent last year amid a strike
that resulted in the hiring of hundreds of replacement drivers, a
newspaper reported.
It logged 113 million fewer miles
last year than in 1989 but had 22
more accidents, according to Federal Highway Administration data
in Sunday's The Times Union ofAlbany.
The federal government is investigating Greyhound's driving record.

UNITED NATIONS (AP) - U.N. inspectors in Baghdad Monday found documents apparently proving that Iraq was
developing nuclear weapons, but Iraqi
soldiers prevented them from leaving, a
U.N. official said.
- - - - - - The incident, a,ne
as the Security
•• _
Councilbegandebating whether to endorse a U.S. offer to
provide armed escorts for U .N. inspectors who are searching for weapons of
mass destruction
under terms of the Gulf War cease-fire.
U.N. inspectors have accused Iraq of
trying to hide some of its missiles and
chemical weapons and thwart the search
for research and production facilities for
biological and nuclear weapons.

RolfEkeus, the head of the U.N. special
commission in charge of finding and destroyingthe weapons, called the situation
a "standoff." He provided no other details.
However, David Kydd; chief spokesman
of the International Atomic Energy
Agency in Vienna, Austria, said that the
soldiers were preventinghis agency's team
from leaving with the documents. ·
Kydd said the documents would have to
be evaluated, but it appeared this was
"the first time we have evidence of Iraqi
nuclear weapons development."
Diplomatic sources at the United Nations in New York, who spoke on condition of anonymity, said the inspectors
were being detained in the Iraqi Unions
Building in downtown Baghdad. ·
Another source in Washington said the
team was communicating directly with
U.N. headquarters in New York with
satellite telephone equipment that could

not be intercepted or cut offby the Iraqis.
It was not known how many of the 45
U .N. nuclear inspectqrs now in Iraq were
being detained.
Secretary of State James A Baker III
said he deplored Iraq's latest action.
"I think it's extraordinarily regrettable,•
Baker said of reports the inspectors had
been detained. "The Security Council
resolutions that call for inspections are
unconditional."
Baker, just.back from the Mideast, said
before the latest development that Iraq
was "not as cooperative, frankly, as the
international community has every right
to expect."
A top Iraqi envoy met Sunday with the
Security Council president and said
Baghdad will permit arms inspections by
the helicopters, but Western diplomats
said the reponse fell short of U.N. demands.

Soviet reformer forced out by hardliners
MOSCOW (AP) - Hard-line legislators forced the reformist president of
Tadzhikistan to resign Monday, and the
republic's Parliament also declared a
. - - - - - - - ~ state ofemergency to
curb vandalism of
statues honoring
Lenin, Tass reported.
The lawmakers
acted as a demonstration by 10,000 prodemocracy activists
was staged outside
the republic Parliament . building, -the
Tass news agency said.

The outbreaks of vandalism on monuments of the founder of the Soviet Union
followed a controversial decree last week
by President Kadreddin Aslonov that
suspended the Communist Party and
nationalized its property.
Duringa special session oftheTadzhikistan Parliament this morning, hard-line
deputies demanded Aslonov step down
and the decree suspending the party be
rescinded.
"In the afternoon, it was reported that
Kadreddin Aslonov submitted his resig.nation, which was accepted by a majority
in the parliament,"Tass said, adding that
local law enforcement agencies then "were

instructed to take all monuments to Lenin
on Tadzhik territory under guard."
After last week's decree to suspend the
party, Tass said a Lenin statue in the
Tadzhik capital, Dushanbe, was toppled
on orders of Mayor Maksud lkramov.
Many other monuments to Lenin have
been vandalized or toppled in other cities
across the country since the Aug. 18-21
failed hard-liner coup against Soviet
President Mikhail S. Gorbachev.
During the morning session of the
Tadzhik Parliament, the deputies also
demanded the Dushanbe mayor be prosecuted and that monuments to Lenin in
the republic be restored.
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OPINION
School needs more
than word games
"Just the facts, ma'am."

Jack Webb
A "flexible freeze?"
It sounds like a word game. Like "a little
pregnant." .
"Business ethics."
"Deficit spending."
Just what is "flexible" about a "freeze?"
Word games must come with the administrative territory.
What else would explain President J . Wade
Gilley's lapse into the word-play abyss on
Thursday?
It probably is much too early to pass judgment, but there is reason for concern. We've
already experienced too many word games
under the leadership ofDr. Dale F. Nitzschke.
Creative word-play was the hallmark of the
Nitzschke administration. During his stay at
Marshall, he proclaimed dozens of projects as
"the number-one priority" on campus.
Like the fine arts facility. The Science Building. College of Business accreditation. Faculty salary increases.
All were "number-one priorities."
We're still looking for final results.
By contrast, Gilley appears to have made a
good start. There are tough questions at hand,
and it seems he is not afraid to give a tough
answer when it is required.
The university has contributed to its own
problems, Gilley has said, and he's waiting for
reports from former acting president Sam
Clagg and a faculty committee headed by Dr.
Don Williams, chairman ofthe Department of
Health, Physical Education and Recreation,
to tell him where the problems are.
We probably can count on a tough answer, if
that's what it takes.
So perhaps "flexible freeze" is nothing to be
worried about ... perhaps it's simply the best
way to describe the spending situation on
campus.
But let's hope Gilley doesn't slide down the
well-worn path of bureaucratic double-talk
that has earmarked the past few years.
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Fine arts facility ·
is just a theater
To the Editor:

There has been considerable publicity on campus in the past couple of
weeks concerning the imminent
completion of the so-called fine arts
building.
Stan Sporny received flak for his
quotes in a Sept. 17 story from people
who seem to feel that the art department resents the fact that the new
theater is nearly ready to open. This
is not at all the case.
What Stan wanted to do was to
remind the university community
that the facility presently nearing
completion is only the first of four •
planned phases of construction. It is,
in essence, a new theater: a mainstage theater, an experimental theater, a lab"(teaching and rehearsal)
theater, a box office and shops for set
construction and storage, costumes,
make-up, etc. As anyone in the Department of Theatre and Dance will
tell you, this facility does not even
include theater classrooms or offices
for the fa,culty and staff. These spaces
are planned for the second phase of
construction, which also includes a
concert hall and offices for the College of Fine Arts.
The third phase of construction is
slated to be classrooms, studios and
offices for the art departmenL The
fourth andfinal phase includes classrooms, studios, and offices for the
music departmenL Until every department in the College of Fine Arts
is able to move into its new facility, it
is simply inaccurate to refer to the
structure as a "completed" fine arts
facility. This is all Stan Spomy
wanted to point ouL
We forget things quickly at this
institution. All four phases of the
facility were part ofthe original plans
for the structure. This was discussed
at length in The Parthenon about
twoandahalfyearaagowhenground

was broken for Phase I. Since then,
people have forgotten that construction is on-going in phases. People
frequently ask me - "When are you
going to move into your new building?" The response is, "Just as soon
as somebody builds us one."
I'm beginning to question whether
the university is truly committed to
completing the fine arts facility.
Everybody from the new president
on down tends to speak of it as already being "complete" once the new
theatre opens.
In particular, a recent draft of a
supplement to the university's mission statement indicates that only
Phase II is still in the planning. The
document states that once Phase II
is complete, this will "resolve what is
currently a critical space problem."
It concludes that "other efforts should
be directed at renovating and upgrading existing space."
So perhaps the folks in art and
music can be forgiven for being strident in our insistence that what has
been constructed and planned for
completion is a theater/dance building, not a fine arts (plural) facility.
As with the theater/dance department, everything we have done for
the past several years has been
planned with the assumption ofmoving into a new space. Now it appears
that we should have devoted our
efforts to "renovating and upgrading
existing space." We just wish somebody had told us that at the outset.
Susan Jackaon
Assistant professor of art

Nuclear threat
warrants force
To the Editor:
Here we go again.
We've got another person who's
not seeing the forest for all the trees.
It's especially sad when it'sa Parthenon editor.

The editorial in Friday's issue got
me really irritated. It is both selfcontradictory and highly misrepresentative of the obvious facts.
Now don't get me wrong- I don't
want us to go to war again. I'd rather
let the diplomats and officials sort
everything out peacefully. But I don't
want a madman like Saddam
Hussein having a nuclear arsenal.
Secondly, the author is implying
that the Bush administration is
pushing for another war and is responsible for all the unrest. Let's
take another look at the facts from a
different perspective, shall we?
The author admits that Saddam
has "refused to comply with U.N.
efforts to search for nuclear and
chemical weapons and ballistic missiles." That admission pretty much
ruins the argument that Bush is to
blame. After all, Saddam is the one
disobeying U.N. orders.
Third, despite the implication, the
gulfwar was a little more than a day
at the beach. Just ask any of the
servicemen who served over there or
their families. By the way, we lost a
lot of good men and women during
all the fighting, so it was hardly just
a little "bombing exercise."
Finally, I'd love to agree that
"Saddamisjustapettydictatorwho's
not a threat to democracy," but before I. do. I'd like to make sure he
doesn'thave the ability to start World
War III.
What's really sad is that The
Parthenon editorial column has such
real potential. In capable hands, it
has been shown to be a great influence on the 10,000 or so students we
have on campus. Now if we could get
some well-constructed, thought-out
opinions from it this semester, we
might just do some good. So let's not
have the typical anti-establishment
crap being spewed out for no good
reason other than to be sensational
and stir up stu4ents. I've got better
things to do this semester.

Jim McDermott
Huntington freshman
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/ New underg-raduate
speech competition
to offer cash awards
.

.

By Chris Stadelman
Staff W r i t e r - - - - - - Students who thought speech It gives people an opportuclasses were just a dean's way of nity to use what they've
inflicting slow torture can now learned and make some
use them for a real purpose:
money at the same time.
getting money.
Jeri R. Nonh
Marshall forensics is sponsorDirector of forensics
ing a speech contest open to all
undergraduate students, with a
top prize of $150. Cash prizes
also will be awarded to people from memory, with one small
who place second through sixth. note card for assistance.
"It's just a way of getting evPreliminary rounds begin Oct.
eryone in the university in- · 16, wjthcompetitorsbeingelimivolved,"JeriR.North,directorof nated to six finalists.
forensics, said.
Second place receives $100,
"It gives people an opportunity· third $75 and fourth through
to use what they've learned and sixth will get $50 each.
make some money at the same
"It's the first time we've done
time."
anything like this, but we hope
Contestants are to prepare an to make it an annual event,"
original speech no longer than North said.
10 minutes.
"Most schools aren't able to do
The purpose of the speech anythinglikethis,especiallywith
should be to inform or persuade the prizes we are giving."
the audience, North said, and all
Applications and more inforsources should be cited com- mation can be picked up in the
pletely.
.
speech room, Smith Hall 270.
The speech should be given
Entry deadline is Sept. 26.

•

African experiences
benefit nursing dean
By Erica Britton
Reporter - - - - - - - -

Everyone has heard of the
Peace Corps, but most people do
not know the organization after
which it was modeled.
Dr. Lynne B. Welch, dean of
the School of Nursing,· experienced village ceremonies, medicine men and indigo blue dye in
Nigeria as part of the first allfemale medical team in Operation Crossroads Africa
The team was established in
the late 1950s and had over 30
years experience in Africa and
the Caribbean before it went defunct a year ago due to lack of
funds.
The organization took young
college students to work on projects in Africa, and later moved to
the Caribbean.The development
program not only provided medical care, but also built schools,
dug wells and latrines, and provided .other necessary tasks;
After graduating from nursing
school in 1963, Welch joined a

team of two .nurses, a pediatrician and a nutritionist in a
people-to-people method, called
the grass roots program, in the
province ofEnugo.
During the eight-week program, the team worked with local
traditional healers and combined
their healing practices with
western medicine.
Welch said the medicine men
diagnosed symptoms well and
usually had painted the correct
parts ofthe body to ward offvarious illnesses.
"One can do a great deal with a
minimal amount of equipment,"
Welch said.
The team also visited many
villages with the World Health
Organization in an antimalarial
campaign.
"The purpose of working with
the healers was to combine with
their therapy," Welch said, "and
to encourage the natives to seek
medical care."
Welch said the experience
provided more than lJl.edical
learning. Even though English

is the national language, Welch
picked up some of the local dialect, Ibo.
Welch said her most memorable experience was attending
a ceremony in a local village to
honor a woman becoming an
elder in the community. The
entire village attended the feast
of sheep and rice and brought
gifts such as baskets and other
crafts they had made to pay tribute to the woman who had proved
her wisdom.
"I felt I learned more than I am
able to share," Welch said. She
said it changed her perspective
on our culture and health care
and has affected how she practices nursing.
Welch said that by living in
another country she developed a
broader world view and saw how
people in other countries view
the U.S.
"You don't view the world
through the United States only
anymore," she said. "You learn
the U.S. dosen't have the only
correct approach to medical care."

New gallery to feature works
by students and professors

D.8 .A.

1501 3rd Avenue
Huntington, WV 25701
A HUNTINGTON COMPANY

TWO FOR TUESDAY

Tuesday 9-17-91
5pmto9pm
Buy any Super Sub or Large Salad at
regular price and get a Super Sub or Large
Salad of equal or lesser value FREEi
Dine in or carry out only.
Not valid with any other offer.

.
11CLtt1~J
c)1g
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HAIR&NAILDESIGN
1112 4th Avenue
697-HAIR (697-4247)
M-F 9-7, Sat. 9-6

OPI i\crylic Nails
ONLY$29.95
Regularly $38.99
15% OFF HAIRCUTS WITH
MUI.D.

No appoiniment,
jwitwalk in

By Andrea B. Bond
Reporter - - - - - - - -

Various students, professors,
and local artists will be displaying their work Friday at the
Artserve Gallery's opening show.
The show, dubbed "Exhibition
Non-Refuse" is aimed at providing an outlet for amateur, pro. fessional, serious and not-so-serious artists in the Huntington
area, said Peter A. Massing,
assistant professor of art and codirector of Artserve.
"We have a lot of talent and
brains that could be put to use in
this area," he said. "I think it's
great that everybody can do
something."
Massing was also on the staff
ofthenow-defunctGalleryThree.
The new location at 922 Fourth
Avenue, is a continuation of

Gallery Three, he said.
"We moved out of the old building in May and spent the summer preparing to re-open," he
said "The new gallery is more
accessible, plus we have more
studio space."
Artserva's othet co-director,
Sam St.Clair, saic'tthree areas
will be open for painting, sculpture, photography and other
media displays. A special area in
the back will be reserved for
Marshall students' work.
"We had painting and cleaning
parties to get ready for the-0pening,"he said. "Everybodypitched
in, and we had fun."
The gallery's staff consists of
approximately 15 volunteers,
Massing said.
"We're a non-profit organization. Sales are encouraged tak.ing 25% commission, but the

money all goes back into the
gallery."
Artserve operates on a budget
furnished largely through donations and gifts, he said. The
money will provide artists opportunities such as lectures, critiques, workshops, performances
and art films.
Several art professors will
participate in the gallery's functions, eitherby volunteering their
time or displaying work.
"We have to prove ourselves as
artists in order to continue teaching," Massing said.
Artserve is now accepting work
for its opening show. All media
are encouraged, and no work will
be refused, Massing said. Entry
fees are $10 for one piece and $15
for up to three pieces.

Iranian opposition leaders receive light sentences
NICOSIA, Cyprus (AP) The sentences were light in a
Eight Iranian opposition figures ·country that shows little clemhave been sentenced to up to ency for dissidents and imposes
three years in prison for "siding the death penalty for such crimes
with enemies ofthe state," Iran's as drug trafficking and adultet?'.
It appeared Iranian-authoriofficial news agency said today.

ties were trying to mollify radicals by punishing the opposition
figures, while giving sentences
demonstrating to the West that
they are willing to observe the
U.N. Human Rights Charter.
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C 1991 UnMtwf P,-ns Syt'ldralt

M.U.S.E. will sponsor a
poetry reading by Tom
Gibbs at 4 p.m. Wednesday
in the Department of English library on the third floor
of Corbly Hall. For more
information, call Linda at
696-6438.

lJTtL~ KIP PI.N I 6 PJN
.,.-ti£ TAIL ON 1Hf. PONKE."'I.
Sl.E.N£ FROM ~ttE PUSH

American Marketing Assoclatlonwm meetat4p.m.
Thursday in Corbly Hall 117
to discuss fund raising.

PIH QUAU1'1 (.oNTKOL C.£N1Dt
AM£Q.l,AN HIGH .s,HOOL
.S'f<J PE.NT" 1R"f I N6 1'0 POlNT

African StUdents Organization presents "Dry white

OUT MEJ(J~O.

season" and "Mufaro's
daughter" in Memorial Student Center 2W22 at 7:30
p.m. Wednesday as part of
the African Film Series.
Admission is free. For more
information, call Dr. Arthur
at 696-2876. ·

Omicron Delta Epsllon, the
economics honorary, is
having a membership drive.
Interested students with at
least 12 hours in economics
and a 3.0 G.P.A. need to
contact Nicholas Kontos at
696-2606.

"Whoa! Mr. Lewis! We don't know what that thing Is
or where It came from, but after what happened to
the dog last week, we advise people not to touch It."

Marshall University's Psychology Clinic ...

Black United Students will
have an organizational
meeting 9:15 p.m. today in
Memorial Student Center
2W22. Fro more infonnation, call 696-6705.

will offer a variety of psychological services to university
stu~ts and personnel and community residents during the fall
semester. Services are available for psychological and
interpersonal problems, including depression, anxiety, stress
arital and family problems, relationship concemsand difficultie
with children's behavior and learning.

Student Development
Center will present "Eating

For Further Information Contact Dr. Jeff Boggess
(Clinic Director) at 696-2770, or the Marshall University
Department of Psychology at 696-6446.

disorders,· the first seminar
of their Concern Series in
the Substance Abuse Programs at 2:30 p.m. today in
Memorial Student Center
2w22. For more infonnjltion, call 696-3315.

Marshall University, in cooperation with state and
regional coal groups, is
sponsoring "Coal Focus '91"
Thursday through Saturday
at the Radisson Hotel. the
cost of the conference is
$150. For more information,
call Dr. Richard Tredway at
696-4664 or Chris Hamilton
at 342-4153.
Canterbury Fellowshlp,
the Episcopal student group,
will have a meeting and fellowship at 5:30 p.m. every
Thursday at the Campus
Christian Center. For more
information. call 696-3055.
FYI is a service to the Marshall
community to publicize events.
FYI will run each week subject
to space availability. Announcements must be submitted on official forms in Smith Hall 311
two days prior to publication.
The editor reserves tho right to
edit or reject any annoncement.
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Footlong at the Regular Price.
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When love came to town
'

'

Peasants and peons traveled from far
and near - mostly near - to catch a
glimpse of American royalty.
As the king's arrival drew closer, the
crowd grew anxious.
Loyal followers spun yarns ofpast deeds,
as neophytes slid to the edges of their
· seats.
The stage was set for B.B. King, "the
king ofthe blues," to play a sold-out con- ,
cert Thursday evening at the Keith-Albee
Theatre.
B.B.'s band took the stage
first to warm up the crowd
with the Mississippi Delta
answer to "God Save the
King."
Then the subjects rose in
honor ofthe man they came
to see - a legend who was
Jim
making an all-too-infreSTOWERS quent stop. in the area.
The 66-year-old bluesman strolled onto the stage, as he has for
decades.
He picked up his guitar (pronounced
gee-tar or simply Lucille), and answered
all doubts to his legacy.
King played a wailing 11/2-hour set to
a house full of enthusiastic fans.
Overcoming minor sound difficulties
early in the show and occasional feedback, King's big voice filled the hall.
He seemed to be as comfortable in the
large theater as he would be playing in a
smoke-filled dive back on the delta.
The band - composed of members who
have been with the king from two to 12
years- showed the tig}itness that comes
from playing most every day of the year.
B.B. stepped out of the spotlight long
enough to let bands member display their
solo skills.
The bass·p layerand horn section showed
they were worthy to_play with the king.
The keyboardist added a melodic back-

ground for the music, except when he
opted for an annoying synthesizer.
The trumpet player passed the time
when he wasn't playing by putting on a
memorable dancing exhibition, of which
B.B. remarked something to the effect of,
"It's a wonder he doesn't have a headache
every day."
B.B. played a few slow blues tunes and
a few jams while building to the show's
climax.
He set the scene with a story about his
neighbor back in Mississippi who had
treated "his woman" bad once too often. It
seems his neighbor had stayed out all
night, and when he returned, his woman
was leaving.
Aas she was walking down the driveway, he commented that she looked so
good that "I knew it was hurting him,
'cause it was hurting me." So she left. And
B.B. broke right into his signature piece,
"The Thrill is Gone."
Though the crowd expected him to do
this song if no other, it was far from a
letdown. He played it with the emotion he'"
may have shown ifhe hadjust written the
song the day- before.
.
With that,,the king left the stage only to
return for a couple more songs - one of
which was a fast (maybe too fast) version
of"Wheil Love Comes to Town."
Then it was over.
The king had spread his message
through the resonant medium that is the
blues.
As most of his followers (the author
included) filed out, the king-touched by
the enthusiasm of the audience - broke
his contract and met with a few lucky
subjects backstage.
The rest ofus can only hope to be so lucky
next time.
Jim Stowers, Ravenswood senior, is editor of
The Parthenon.

Blues legend 8.8. King performed Thursday evening in a sold-out Keith-Albee Theatre ·
as part of the Marshall Artists Series.

Dreaming of rat kingdoms and stranger things
I awoke with a start from that
never-waking dream to find
myself at the Portal to the King- I think we're in rats' alley where the dead men lost their
dom of Rats.
·
In my mind's eye I had seen it bones. .
many times, and had eaten three
T.S. Eliot
or seven times at that surrealisfrom
the
1922
poem,
"The
Waste•
Land"
tic truck stop just
down the road a
Anyway, I vaguely remember teringthe tension in the air with
piece.
But now I was going back to my house and then a keening whine. .
there and some- something about Cosmic Catnip,
Childhood memories of the
thingwas drawing and the next thing I knew I was "Tarzan" cartoon stirred someat the aforementioned doorway. where in the recesses ofmy mind.
me ever closer.
In my other brief encounters
"What do you want here?"
Before I awoke,
Kevin
it was late Satur- with the realm of Limburger,
I trembled, shaking off images
MELROSE day night or early king of the rats, I hadn't been ofa large rat sitting in the center
Sunday morning brave enough-to cross the thresh- sqi.rare answering some absurd
question from Peter Marshall
and I just had returned from a old. This time I was going.
It must have been something involving the pope and lasagna.
birthday party.
Composing myself - a little
Cake, beer and tofu were en- in that damn bean curd.
joyed by all.
. Stepping through the portal, I something in D minor, the sadI was broke and there was. little was struck by a pungent odor. I dest of all keys - I addressed
·
going on in Huntington. Or at knew King Limburger was near. His Rodentship.
"This is my domain. I protect
"Huntington was boring,
least I hoped little was going on
since I didn't have the money to those who come here. I am Lim- m'lord," I said. "I was just lookparticipate in any goings-on that burger, king of the rats," a Paul ing for something to do."
Lynde-like voice screeched, shatmight have been going on.
Limburger grinned a sinister

•

grin. "But aren't you the one who
wrote about the top 10 grooviest
places to hang out. Oh, what fine
shape you're.in. Where are your
groovy places·now, little man?"
It was hard to take him seriously with that voice best-suited
for cartoon characters and junior
high math teachers.
"Hey, when the funds are low
- or nil - you can't feel too
groovy," I responded with confidence. "Anyway, I hear entertainment and cheese both are
bountiful here, flowing like whey
from an overturned bowl of
curds."
He smiled a thin smile and
chuckled. "Nothing's free h ere or
anywhere, pal. No entertainment. No curds. No whey."
"No whey?" I felt a churning in
my stomach, kind of like when
you've paid a hefty cover charge
to hear a band and then realize
how h orrible it sounds.
"None. Where do you think you
are?"

"I think we're in rats' alley
where the dead men lost their
bones," I answered, wondering
at what point T.S. Eliot took
control ofmy body.
Limburger blinked and rapidly
shook his head. "You make less
sense in person than you do in
those cheesy commentaries," he
whined. "No pun intended."
"None taken," I nodded. "But
they really aren't intended to
make a whole lot of sense. And
they're not supposed to tackle
tough issues. Besides, if they
were anything more than ramblings, I would have to do research and then write something
meaningful that would upset
someone for no reason, which
eventually would lead to Armageddon and we'd all be sorry."
The king stroked his whiskers
for a moment.
"Cheese puff?"
Kevin D. Melrose, Parkersburg junior,
is associate editor of The Parthenon.
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Armenia declares its •independence
By Deborah Seward
Associated Press Writer---

YEREVAN, U.S.S.R. -Armenia declared independence Monday, and reportedly offered to
renounce its claim to NagornoKarabakh in return for an independent government in the disputed territory and other guarantees.
·
The Parliament in the southern Caucasus Mountains republic unanimously approved the
results of the republic's referendum Saturday in which residents
voted 99.31 percent for independence from the Soviet Union, Tass
said.
The compromise offer came
during talks that started Sunday between representatives of

Armenia, Azerbaijan and Nagorno-Karabakh and mediated
by Russian Federation President
Boris Yeltsin and Kazakh PresidentNursultan Nazarbayev, said
Manav Agayev, an aide to
Azerbaijan's envoy in Moscow.
The offer, if accepted, could
help bring an end to bloodshed
between the Caucasus Mountains republics that began battling openly in 1988 over control
of the territory occupied mainly
by ethnic Armenians but lying
within Azerbaijan.
Hundreds of people have died
and thousands have been left
homeless in conflicts that have
spread to Azerbaijani border
towns populated mainly by
Armenians.
The dispute has been one of the

bloodiest under freedoms initiated since Soviet President
Mikhail S. Gorbachev came to
power in 1985.
Agayev said in a telephone
interview' with The Asssociated
Press that the Armenian side in
the talks suggested that it would
ask its lawmakers to repeal or
suspend their 1988 resolution
claiming control of NagornoKarabakh.
In return, Azerbaij1m should:
• Remove Azerbaijani-controlled "black beret" Interior
Ministry troops from NagornoKarabakh.
• Allow residents ofNagornoKarabakh to establish an independent government structure
of their own choosing.
• Permit all Armenjan refu-

Soviets du_
mped nuclear waste
into waters off northern coast
By Leslie Shepherd
Associated Press Writer- - -

"This is absolutely new information," said Remi Parmentier
ofGreenpeace's Division oflnterMOSCOW -The Soviet Un- national Treaties and Convenion dumped radioactive waste in tions.
leaky containers into shallow
For years, Western experts
waters off its north coast for dec- have suspected Soviet officials
ades while publicly claiming the were dumpingnuclear waste, but
toxic material was being stored "they've always said that they
safely on land, a lawmaker said never dumped radioactive waste
Monday.
at sea, ever," Parmentier said.
The radioactive waste includes
He said Greenpeace would
the damaged reactor core from urge the London Dumping Conthe Lenin nuclear-powered ice- vention at its next meeting in
breaker, which suffered a melt- November to demand an expladown in 1966 or 1967, said An- nation from the Soviet Union,
drei Zolotkov, a legislator from one of the 65 signatories to the
the northern port of Murmansk. international treaty regulating
Zolotkov was speaking at a dumping of waste at sea.
seminar organized by the enviZolotkov also called for Soviet
ronmental organization Green- officials to account for the dumppeace on the Soviet navys use of ing.
nuclear power.
"Times are different now and

College system
will request
more money
CHARLESTON - The State
College System board has voted
to ask the Legislature for an 11.5
percent increase in its appropriation for operating expenses
next year.
The increase would give the
board an extra $8.6 million, most
of which would go for classified
staff and faculty pay raises.
Undertheplan, thefacultywould
receive pay raises equal to those
granted to public school teachers in 1991-92 and 1992-93.
The board of directors said it
wants an extra $1.26 million to
cover additional operating costs
and $2.48 million to cover financial aid and other statewide incentive programs.

..t.._~
~~..

we must not hide our mistakes,"
he said.
"The Chernobyl experience
shows that all attempts to hide
the truth are doomed to failure,"
Zolotkov said, referring to the
1986 nuclear plant explosion in
the Ukraine and government
attempts to suppress information about it.
Zolotkov said he gave Greenpeace a map showing five nuclear wastes sites used from 1963
to 1986 in the Barents and Kara
seas off the north Soviet coast.
He told the conference he
obtained Soviet government
documents showing that ships
from the Soviet commercial fleet
in Murmansk were used to dump
both civil and military nuclear
waste. He did not say how he
obtained the documents.

1992 BSN
STUDENTS.

4V
~

~ter the Air Force
immediately after graduation - without waiting for the
results of your State Boards. You
can earn great benefits as an Air
Force nurse officer. And if selected
during your senior year, you may
qualify for a five-month internship
at a major Air Force medical facility. To apply, you'll need an overall
2.50 GPA. Serve your country
while you serve your career.

USAF HEALTII PROFESSIONS

COI.LECT
(804) 276-0459

gees who fled their homes in
Azerbaijan to return safely.
Agayev said Armenia would
stick to its demand approved
earlier that Azerbaijan "'guarantee the safety of people in the
entire republic regardless of
nationality."
Agayev stressed that the offer
was "only a suggestion from the
Armenian" side and declined to
give an opinion about it. There
was no immediate reaction from
the Azerbaijan ,side.
Yeltsin on Sunday had said
the sides agreed "that a constitutional order and legitimate bodies ofpower should be restored in
Nagorno-Karabakh."
Armenia already has said it
wants the restoration oflocal government councils suppressed by

Azerbaijan and regulation of the
presence of Soviet army and
Interior Ministry troops.
The talks on ending the fighting between Armenia and Azerbaijan over Nagomo-Karabakh
formally opened Monday in the
southern Russian town of Zheleznovodsk, a day after Yeltsin
and Nazarbayev met informally
with the sides and persuaded
them to start negotiations aimed
at finding a solution.
Yeltsin and Nazerbayev have
assumed the role of peacemakers in the ethnic feud where
repeated Kremlin efforts had
failed.
Yeltsin has said Zheleznovodsk, in the northern Caucasus
region, was chosen as a neutral
venue for the delicate talks.

Two PPG workers severely burned
NATRIUM - An electric cir- tenance on s ome electrical
cuit breaker at a PPG Industries switching gear. They were workInc. plant sparked while being ing on a circuit breaker when an
repaired Monday, severely burn- (electrical) a r c disch arged,"
ing two workers, authoritjes said. Henry said.
The workers were in critical
The men were taken to Wetzel
condition Monday night at the County Hospital in New
West Penn Burn Center in Pitts- Martinsville, then transferred to
burgh, officials said.
West Penn.
Their names were being withOne had second-degree burns
held pending notification ofrela- over the upper 53 percent of his
tives.
body and the other had secondThe accident occurred about degree burns over the upper 40
3:15p.m. attheplantinMarshall percent of his body, nursing
County, five miles north of New supervisor Suzanne Gagliardi
Martinsville, personnel director said.
Art Henry said.
The PPG Industries plant
"We had· two maintenance produces chlorine and caustic
workers doing preventive main- soda.
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Trip to Baharn~s on 65-foot sailboat.

7 days and nights ohJiving, including wall diving,

,:PARADISE! !lnd"Sha!l<AHeft
~S,~W~c:ludestanks,weights,
. . .
air fills, fopd and i:liiriks; Contact Phil MontgorileJ'Y or .Gerald Epling
at 426-4771, 42&:4602
<>r426~4258
(after 4 p.m.)
.
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Considering ministry.
You may be called to be a pastor, chaplain, administrator,
missionary, educator or journalist. In fact, there are a number
of Christian ministries to which you may be called-both
traditional and non-traditional-and some of these will require
seminary preparation for adequate training. We'd like to help
you explore the options.
COME DISCUSS THE POSSIBILITIES WITH
DR. STEPHEN HUTCHISON
FROM EASTERN BAPTIST THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY
IN THE CAMPUS CHRISTIAN CEf,ITER (LOBBY)
THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 28, 11 :00 A.M. TO 2:30 P.M.

EasternBaptistTHEoLOGrCAL SEMINARY
P.O. Box 12438, Phil11delphia, PA 19151

(215) 645-9321
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Black's influence on state Chili was
topic of weekend seminar hot stuff
By Tracy Mallett

event, but overall was very

Reporter-------- · pleased with the conference.

"Quality information as it rePeople of all ethnic groups and lates to research and a sense of
nationalities came together this humanism was presented to parweekend· for -"Honoring Our ticipants," Blue said.
Past," the Fourth Annual ConCharleston Gazette editorial
ference on West Virginia Black page editor James A HaughtHistory, to pay tribute to blacks spoke on the community oflnstiwho have influenced our state's tute and described its origins.
growth.
According to Haught, slave
Conference coordinator Ken- owner Samuel I. Cabell lived in
neth E. Blue, associate dean of the state in the 1860s. Cabell fell
student affairs, said the only in love with one ofhis slaves and
problem with the conference was left his estate to her and their
the absence of the scheduled children upon his death.
- keynote speaker, Charles L.
The plantation grew into the
Blockson, curator ofthe African- community that Institute is toAmerican Collection at Temple day, Haught said.
University. Blockson was
Other speakers were Dr. Floyd
stranded in Brazil due to an air- Thomas of the African-Ameriline strike.
can History Museum in Wilber"Everyone involved did an force, Ohio, and Dr. E.r vin Grifexcellentjob,"Blue said. He said fin, vice president for student
he was disappointed by the lack affairs at West Virginia State
of student participation at the College.

1YPINO A lll!SUN<
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The _W ord Shop
1632 Trmtcm " -
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•---------

11111 $100...$1000•••• 1100

FOOLPROOF
FUNDRAISING
For your fraternity, sorority, team or
other campus organization.
Absolutely no inMmtnt required!
CALL 1 ·800-950-8472. ext. 50

GOVERNMENT HOMES from $1. (U
Repair.) Delinquent tax property. Repos·
sessions. Your area 1-805-962-0000, E.
GH-10783 for current repo list.

Hair Wizards

PARTIALLY FURNISHED, three bed·
room housewith one bathroom, furnished
kitchen, washer & dryer, central heating
and air. $450 per month, damage deposit
1Block from Bus Line. 523-9672. Aft. 6pm
ADDRESSERS WANTED immediately!
No experience necessary. Process FHA
mortgage refunds. Work at home. Call 1405 321-3064.
FAST FUNDRAISERS $1000 in 1 week
Greeks.Clubs, and Motivated Individuals.
No Investment. (800) 748 · 6817.
COLLEGE REP WANTED to distribute
"Student Rate· subscription cards at
this campus. Good income. For information and application write to: COLLE'
GIATE MARKETING SERVICES, Box
1436 Mooresville, NC 28115.
FREE TRAVEL, CASH, AND
EXCELLEt BUSINESS EXPERIENCE!!
Openings available for individuals or
student organizations to promote the
country's most sucessful SPRING
BREAK tours. cal Inter-Campus Programs 1-800-327-6013.
TRAVEL SALES REPRESENTATIVE.
STS, the leader in collegiate travel needs
motivated individuals and groups to promote Winter/Spring Break trips. For more
information caU Student Travel Services,
Ithaca, NY at 1-800-6484849.

Don't Be Kinky!
"We'll Give You A
Soft Look with
Gentle Waves
Perm!"
Cuts:
Men's
$8.00

Women's

Perms
Start At:
$39.00
Inc. cut

$12.00

522-7812
2557 3rd Ave.
Next to Highlawn
Phg_rrngcy

at cookoffBy Jacqueline Anderson

Reporter-------The streets ofHuntington were
on fire Saturday duringChiliFest
'91.
Walking down Fourth Avenue
between Eighth and 10th Streets,
the aroma of fresh chili tangoed
with the tastebuds and sambaed
with the sense of smell.
Booth after booth of serious
chili-cookers-or"chilli-cookers"
filled the downtown streets.
According to Jim Deere and Carl
Walters of Pana, Ill., "chilli" is
spelled with two l's.
'The original spelling has two
l's and if you look in old dictionaries, this how you will see it
spelled," Deere said.
Judges with spoon and drink
in hand tasted and contemplated
on nothing but chili. A holster of
Pepto-Bismol was kept at their
side in case of emergency.
Gina Morelli, ofColumbus, won
first place. Morelli will go on to
compete in the World Championship chili-cookoffin Rosamond,
Calif.
However, the focus of many
participants wasn't winning.
John Pierotti ofGallopolis, Ohio
said that the real fun was meeting people during the competition.
Most cookers were reluctant to
"spill the beans" about the ingredients in their chili.
Bear Macbhee of Huntington
said, 'The ingredients are classified but true chili has no beans.
"Chili is the easiest thing in
the world to make, it's just figuring out how to make it right,"
Macbhee said.
Susan Hawes of Huntington

.

'
Phdol by Joe Ylngal

Top: Troy Gibson, Nitro senior, shows off his bicycle skills during Chilifest.

Bottom: A cook gets in character as he adds on• more item to his recipe.

said, "My chili is different every
time. I just play with it until it
tastes right."
Chuck Hoff of Columbus won
second place, and the third place

winner was Norb Bishoff of Fort
Mitchell, Ky.
The People's Choice award
went to Diane Lentz of Nicholasville, Ky.

SPORTS
Volleyball team battles
losses, inexperience
By Anthony Alley

Inexperience is a problem the

Reporter---- - - - - team has to deal with this year.
The volleyball team is having
to deal with inexperience and
inner-team turmoil this year
aft.er getting off to a 3-8 start.
The Herd lost
to UT-Chattanooga Friday
7-15, 7-15 and
12-15 to extend
its losing streak
to seven games.
Seghers
"I take the
blame for the
loss to-UT-Chattanooga," Coach
Vanessa Seghers said.
"I didn't prepare the team
right."
Marshall leads the Southern
Conference in service aces this
year with 97, and Gina Yeley is
11th in the nation with 31 aces.
"What people don't understand
is if a team serves tough then
they will make errors," Seghers
said.
"What we have to work on is
our side-out game," which means
stopping the opponent's serve.

The team contains five freshmen and only four veteran players.
"'We have to be patient, we will
improve as the season progresses," Seghers said.
"We are just waiting for the
teapi chemistry to gel."
Along with ine~erience the
team is having to face team turmoil.
Junior Leslie Spencer quit the
team two weeks ago citing personal reasons.
"We are fixing one thing at a
time," Seghers said.
"'We can't expect to win every
time out.
"We have to get that underdog
feeling back."
A media match has been scheduled for 7 p.m. Thursday with
some local personalities participating.
The Marshall Fall Classic
begins Friday and Saturday.
Indiana State, Liberty, and
Robert Morris will join Marshall
for the tournament.

12reasons

whyyou'll love ·

Macint05h
1. It'seasytouse.
~ home an Apple• Macintosh• oompu1er
1oclay, and U5C it 10oomplete a.wgnmems by
mnigtu-= ~ rou\-e never used a oompu1er
before.

2.-.-'t-to_...
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Alternative music
every Sunday ·
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Just plug e,-erything logether, Oip lhe "on ,
S\\itch, and rou're ready 10 roll.

to

lt'a • c°"' _,_...,.
-paatoltlnto--.
4.

~ week)OO'r c ~ i l ~ .
nexi week il's nuclear ph)5ics. After all, no one

knows ctOCtly what lhe future ..;JI 1mg. Thar's
why~ d srudents haYe found thal inYeSting in a Maein1osh is a sman lllO\'C. Because

Maomosh can immedia1ely help )OU do what·
e,-er )'OU do- bener. And if, come 1omorrow. you
find 1ha1 you wan1 10 do something differeni, no
problem. ll's easy 10 upgrade your Macin1osh
10 help )00 rise 10 !he challenge.
Doing
wori,
and.........
mOl'C
7. "your
'·-fa11er.
- -bener.
--creatively is also a plus
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whyMadnu:J:>h

compu1ers are
used in 74 percem
· of Fortune I(XX)
oompanies.'

T11 <£9.11h,s cba11.
SJlff{A' IUl' dlmf.U'# IUC~

a. h'• eot connectlona.
To runnect a primer, a nKxlcm, an external
hard disk, or jus1ahou1 any <Mher peripheral
to a Macin1osh. simply plug ir in. Thai's all
there i1 to it

tltrU.f!i•wmma11d

Located l /2 mile from Huntington Mall
along Rt. 60 toward Barboursville

6. It G111 'i!}J:Nv with }OU,

Tu plac"11,t <bat1
in an(Jlht,-duculflt'JU.

p1Sl chw:i4'thi'
Pasli>,:vmmanti
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9. It lets you work with
cthers.

learn 10 U5C one Macintosh program, and
you've learned the !mies ci using them all.
For example, the commands you use, such •
as Open, Close, eop,,,, Paste, Save, Cui, Print,
and Undo, are found in the same placeevery time.

Every Macinlosh is equipped with ~
Apple SuperDfi>'C;• a unique Hoppydisk drM:
1ha1 can U5C not only Madn1osh disk.I, bu1 also
MS-DOS and OS/l disks created on IBM and
lBM<001patible computers. WMh So/ll'C from
Insignia Solu1ions, you can e,w run MS.DOS
applicalions on your Macintosh.

........,.

10.
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Just connect the Locaffalk* able from
one Macintosh 10 another Macin1osh.
11 takes jUSI a few minules, and YOU don ·1
hal-e 10 buy any additional hardware
or software.
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tt.
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111l11loc>1RF •er.

Wi1h Macintosh,
you can send in
assignment.I,
gain access 10
software vou
need for; da,;s,
and recciw
lecture notes, ·
clas.s schcdult'S,
and Olhcr
informa1i<m-right from vour
own 1TX>m.

m
0

•
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12. It's more
affordable than ever.
Macinui,;h prices have ne,-erlx.1:n lowerespecially \\ilh lhc Studem
pricing available

fmm1oor
au1horiz.ed Apple
campus re;cllcr.
\bu mayt~'Cll
qualify for
financing. which
makes Macintosh
ewnmore

affordable.

i

Theie ~ all add up 10 the •
puwer <iMacintaih. The power
IU 0C your best~

For more information visit the
Computer.Resale Center _
Marshall University Boobtore
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Entries jump
from 18 to 49

Having a ball

•

Photo by Keel Jones

Midfielder Kurt Mueller tries to slip by three def9nders during a match with Tennessee
earlier this month. The soccer team tied Robert Morris Sunday to go 3-1-1.

Cross country finish fourth, fifth
The women's cross country team finished fourth and the men's fifth in a meet
Saturday at_Applachian State.
Applachian State placed all five of its
runners.in the top 14 to win the women's
championship.Virginia Tech finished
second with 66 points, followed by Furman with 73; Marshall 85; Western Carolina 103; and East Tennessee with 161.
Michelle Stragerplaced seventh in 18:55
for the women on the 5,000-meter course.
East Tennessee State placed all five of
its runners in the top 10 to take the men's
title with 22 points.
Virginia Tech was second with 60 points
followed by Brevard with 89;Appalachian
State 101; Marshall 102; Western Carolina 142; Furman 158; and The Citadel
234.
Mark Gladwell finished seventh in 25:27

Marshall
The soccer team tied Robert Morris
this weekend as striker Jeremy Blain
scored with an assist from midfielder
Kurt Mueller. The team's record is
3-1-1.
Coach John Gibson said he wasn't
that disappointed because Robert Morris is an extremely well-coached team.
"We basically outplayed therri," he
said. "It was on the road and we played
well, so I'm encouraged by that."
•••••••••••••••
The tennis team won both of its
matches this weekend, defeating Day-

''Top 40 & Class(c

Rock&Roll"

Last week I promised that if people
would humor me and enter my contest, I
would try to scrape up some incentives for
entering besides publishing the winners'
names.
Starting this week and continuing the
rest of the football season, one lucky individual will win a Marshall sweatshirt
from the university book store valued at $30. Since it is
probable that several
will pick more correct
than the editors, those
entries with the most
games correct will be
thrown in a _h at and a
winner will be drawn.
Alan
Please make sure your
PITTMAN name and number is on
the entry form so I can
contact the winner.
Last week there were 49 entries compared to 18 the first week. The names I
print today don't get a sweatshirt, but do
receive my gratitude for more than doubling the entries.
The editors went 44; which was good
enough to beat 28 of the 49 entries. When
Irefertothe"editors'picks"ImeanParthenon editor Jim Stowers and myself. I
didn't want to mislead the readers becau5e the other editors could care less.
Anyway, for the second week in a row
WVU was the editors' thorn. It's not that
we don't like WVU, it's just we don't have
faith in them. Maybe the Mountees are
better than we thought.
Here are the winners who picked more
than the editors' four.
•By the way, I didn't realize how many
famous actors and directors went to ·

for the men on the 8,000 meter cour~.
Coach Dennis Brachna said both teams
ran well overall.
"Everybody had their best times of the
season and some had their life time best,"
Brachna said.
"The men's lost to Appalachian State by
one point was a heartbreaker."
Brachna said the men's team should be
aided by the return of David Ball who has
been out with a fractured foot.
On the women's side, Brachna said the
top four ran really strong but the fifth
finished two minutes behind.
"We'll have to work on that,"he said.
Brachna said the results of the meet
give him a good idea where his squads
stand in the conference and what they Marshall.
Five correct - Mark Reed, Denita
need to do to overtake the teams ahead of
Angus,
Richard Wilbur, Laurence
them.
Luckinbill, Fred McLain, Ralph
Furley , Keith Darden, James Ward,
Kevin Booher, Vernon Berry and
roundu
Mike Elam.
ton 8-1 and Morehead State 7-2.
Six correct - Eric Reeves, Woody
The team?s season record is 2-1.
Woodrum,Lee Remick,JonEdwards,
••••••••••••••
John Cassavetes and Tracy Black.
The Big Green Scholarship FoundaSeven correct - Andrea L.
Montgomery, Greg Martin, Shayne
tion, Marshall's athletic fund-raising
Brammer and Travis Brammer.
organization, has hired former quarIf I spelled your name wrong it's beterback John Gregory to travel throughcause I couldn't read the writing on half
out West Virginia to raise money and
the entries. Sorry.
help promote The Big Green.
Now that I offer you legitimate incenGregory played for The Herd from
tives to enter this contest, I'll hope for a lot
1986-1989.
more entries.
Gregory set the Southern Conference
My goal this week is 100!
record for passing yardage with 7,020
Hey, this might turn into something
yards and touchdowns with 51.
big, even greater than the opening of the

MONDAY - Monday Night Football Big
Screen 1V, Pitcher, Pizza - $6.50
TUESDAY - $2.00 Pitchers
WEDNESDAY - Ladies Night FREE Specials
8 p.m. to 1 a.m.
THURSDAY - 2 for 1 for EVERYONE all

83010th St.

SPORTS

THE PARTHENON

night. 'Thirsty Thursday" - all ladies with
MU ID will drink for free -- 8 'till late!
MU Guys - 2.00 pitchers.
FRIDAY a SAroRDAY - Ladies Night FREE
Specials 8-11.
·

Proper ID required - Must be 19 to enter

-'th Ave. I 12th St.
525-4811

D Marshall D Brown

•
•
•
•
D
•
•
•

Appy St.

•

UT-Chatt

D Ga. Tech
D Miss. St
Florida
D N.Carolina
N.C. St.
Tennessee D Auburn

Clemson

I
I
I

Michigan

•

Florida St.

Buffalo

0

Chicago

Atlanta

O

N. Orleans I

I

I

D Dallas
D LA Raiders D S.F. 49ers

I
I
I

O N.Y. Giants I
I

•Please mail or bring entries to Smith Hall
311 by 5 p.m. Thursday.
•The editor's picks will appear in Friday's
edi11on.
•Names of winners will be published in
The Parthenon on Tuesdays.
•Those who choose more winners than
the editors win.
•Those who choose the most correct will
be placed in a hat. One name will be drawn
as the winner of the sweatshirt.

:

I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I

I
I

Name:

#

I
I

L ____________ _JI
new stadium.
Wise football gurus from all over the
world will come to test th_eir knowledge
against two average Joes.
Next week in addition to a sweatshirt, ·
look for other prizes.
This week I added a few games to make
it more interesting.
I decided to go ahead and use the
Marshall vs Brown game only because
it's Marshall.
So there is one gimmy.
Just for fun (nothi~g to do with the
contest!) write what you think the final
score will be on the back of the entry.
I'm picking Marshall to win 57-10.

OPEN TUesday thru Friday 10 • 7
Saturday 10 - 5

Appolntnwnts ApprflClaled!
~

Beat The Parthenon editors
football picks

Aecflllbl• lo wh-.lchalrs.

. H. A l'R
:~'
. .C.. U. .T. . s·
_.-,,.,.:: .... ~-·"'·.-"

Men's $ 7 .. 00

Women's $10.00

·Shampoo,
Cut & Style $10.00

Shampoo,
Cut & Style $12.00

SGA
__ SPECIAL.
ELECTIONS

._-·-:f¥t¥,14t11,xtere :•
Wednesclciy•Sept. 25)
JOam:,;, 6pro
·•- ~SCLOBBY

Make sure your road trip proceeds without a hitch.
Sometimes road trips can be a little more adventurous than you expect them to be. Which is why you

should always pack your AT&T Ca/li.ng Card.•

•

It's all you need to make a call from almost anywhere to anywhere.

Its the least expensive way to call state-to-state on AT&T when you can't dial direct. And you'll be connected to the

reliable service you've come to expect from AT&T.

• .Plus if you get your Calling Card now, you'll also get a free hours

worth.of AT&T long distance calling... And you'll become a member of AT&T Student Saver Plus, a program of products and

services designed to save students time and money.

•

The AT&T Calling Card. Its the best route to wherever you're going. _

Get an AT&T Calling Card today. Call 1 800 654-0471 Ext. 4812.
•tn addition, campus iesKlents may place din1cHlialed calls using UOMl~Y and AllT ACIIS• Sanrlce.
..Good to, one hour of direct<lialed, COIISH<H:OOSI, nighl and-.,C, c.lling, based en prices efledM! 2/16/91. Ofter imrted lo one $825AT&T LOOQ Orstance Certikofe
per student. Ofte< valid ttvougt, June JO, 1992.
© 1991 AT&T

AT&T

